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this year marks the tenth anniversary of transgender activist Sylvia rivera’s passing from this life. at the Sylvia rivera law 
project, we are continually reminded of and inspired by Sylvia rivera’s work fighting for self determination and liberation 
for our trans communities. Sylvia was a tireless advocate for the rights of people of color and low-income queer and trans 
people. we are moved and inspired by her dedication to revolutionary change and promoting self determination. 

Born in new York of puerto rican and Venezuelan descent in 1951, orphaned at the age of three and a homeless trans 
youth by age ten, Sylvia rivera truly understood the intersections of racism, poverty and gender identity. In 1969, Sylvia 
played a pivotal part in the Stonewall rebellion, a queer and trans uprising against the policing of our communities. after 
Stonewall, she dedicated her life to fighting for the survival of low-income trans and gender non-conforming people and 
trans and gender non-conforming people of color. 

Sylvia helped organize the first annual christopher Street liberation March and fought for the inclusion of trans and 
gender non-conforming people in the burgeoning mainstream gay rights movement. this included advocating for trans 
inclusion in anti-discrimination legislation and protesting the gay movement’s refusal to mobilize around the life and 
death issues affecting lGBt people who were also low income people, people of color, people with HIV/aIDS, trans people 
and people with disabilities.

Sylvia rivera, with fellow trans activists Marsha p. johnson and Bubbles e. lee, founded Street transvestite action 
revolutionaries (Star), a revolutionary organization with a political analysis that centered gender self-determination and 
homeless trans people of color. Knowing that it wasn’t enough to convince gay & lesbian political formations to center 
radical politics, or convince revolutionary organizations to center trans people,, Star prioritized gender self-determination 
and liberation within the context of a radical social movement. together, they formed Star house in the east Village, 
a home and haven for “young street queens.” we draw deep inspiration from Star and its centering of gender self 
determination and liberation within a context of radical social movement--a center current social justice and movement 
building organizations all too often fail to hold.  

until her death, rivera continued to build a movement for the survival of poor trans and gender non-conforming people 
and trans and gender non conforming people of color. She supported trans people through sharing her home and 
organized around the deaths of Matthew Shephard and amanda Milan. In protest of the gentrification of the pier in new 
York city’s west Village, she occupied the christopher Street pier in solidarity with homeless queer and trans people, 
fighting for the survival of all people who transgress gender and heterosexuality.  

Her activism embodies the understanding that the people most affected by systems of violence and oppression are the 
best people to lead the fight against those systems. She understood the intersection of race, class and gender discrimina-
tion and knew that low-income and people of color who did not conform to gender were most marginalized at the inter-
section of these oppressions. as part of a collective that prioritizes the issues of those most affected by the intersection of 
racial, social, economic and gender oppression, we celebrate Sylvia’s lifelong activism. 
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The mission of SRLP is to guarantee that all people are free to self-determine 
their gender identity and expression, regardless of income or race, and without facing harassment, 
discrimination, or violence.  Srlp is a collective organization founded on the understanding that gender 
self-determination is inextricably intertwined with racial, social and economic justice. therefore, we seek 
to increase the political voice and visibility of low-income people and people of color who are transgender, 
intersex, or gender non-conforming. Srlp works to improve access to respectful and affirming social, 
health, and legal services for our communities. we believe that in order to create meaningful political 
participation and leadership, we must have access to basic means of survival and safety from violence.

Srlp collective Members and Volunteers

“as a collective, we try to put into practice many of the principles that we seek to bring about in 
the world. In our daily operations, we encounter the particulars of transformative change that 
make it a difficult and unfamiliar, but ultimately rewarding road to travel.”

-naomi clark, Srlp collective Member
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Srlp prioritizes issues that disproportionately affect transgender people who are low income and/or people of color.  
our work addresses both the root causes and effects of discrimination and violence on the basis of gender identity and 
expression.  the right to self determine gender identity and expression and be free from violence is only one facet of a 
multi-issue movement for justice and self-determination of all people.  we believe that justice does not trickle down, and 
that those who face the most severe consequences of violence and discrimination should be the priority of movements 
against discrimination.  accordingly, our agenda focuses on survival and self-determination for poor people and people 
of color, and justice for prisoners and immigrants. Srlp uses a multi-strategy approach to actualize change at every level 
of the system: we provide direct legal services to meet immediate needs; bring litigation and work on policy reform 
for systemic change; and utilize public education, leadership development and community organizing for long-term 
sustainable impact.

Srlp’s main goals are: 

to address urgent unmet legal needs of transgender, gender non-conforming and intersex (tGncI) 
people of color and low-income tGncI people;

change institutional policies and practices to eliminate discrimination and harassment in foster care, 
juvenile justice and criminal justice settings and improve access to identity documents, Medicaid and 
public assistance, housing, employment and education;

Develop the skills, leadership, and political power of community members; 

Internally, increase the participation, decision-making and leadership of community members who are 
most impacted by Srlp’s work; and 

Improve and maintain our infrastructure and the capacity for us to do our work in a sustainable and 
non-hierarchical way.

A MULTI-STRATEGY APPROACH

Srlp SerVIceS acceSSeD BY clIentS
(Many of our clients seek legal services on multiple issues)

each year, Srlp provides free, quality, 
respectful and affirming legal services. 
we assist clients who are being abused 
in the criminal justice system, clients 
who have been incorrectly placed in 
gender segregated facilities, clients who 
are mistreated in psychiatric hospitals, 
mental health services, emergency 
rooms, and drug treatment programs, 
clients who need assistance in obtaining 
legal immigration status  and clients 
who cannot apply for employment 
because their identity documents do 
not match their appearance. For most 
clients, the opportunity to access legal 
services in an environment where 
gender self-determination is valued 
and respected is a new and often 
transforming experience.
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In 2011, the Movement Building team (MBt) 
supported community members’ involvement in 
political action by hosting sign-making parties 
for the trans Day of action and for occupy wall 
Street. at occupy wall Street, we organized 
delegations for marches and held teach-ins 
to share trans organizing history and develop 
strategies to create a more trans-inclusive 
movement. MBt presented a Know Your rights 
training called transform the occupation, 
where we distributed participating in Direct 
action: a Guide for transgender people. Srlp 
published this guide with the national center for 
transgender equality, Streetwise and Safe, and 
other activists to help further trans-inclusion in 
social justice movements.

unItY tHrouGH DIVerSItY 
on october 14, 2011, Srlp presented at the unity through 
Diversity lGBt people of color Health Summit in albany, 
new York. Srlp’s pooja Gehi facilitated a workshop titled 
trans justice is Disability justice, which aimed to deepen 
collaboration between trans justice and disability justice 
movements. the workshop explored how the medical 
industrial complex broadly pathologizes trans people 
as well as people with disabilities. participants were 
pushed to think about how the trans justice movement 
has failed to integrate a disability justice analysis and 
moved participants to think about shared histories of 
oppression of trans communities, disability communities, 
and communities of color. this was an exciting moment 
for Srlp to continue to build the foundation for ongoing 
dialogues and ground all of our trans justice visioning 
within a disability justice framework. 

MOVEMENT BUILDING

Survival & Self-Determination
whether it’s a birth certificate, a state ID, or a Benefits card, these documents are essential for accessing employment, 
education, benefits, and services. However, in order to access gender affirming ID, most transgender people have to rely 
on medical providers to certify their gender identity. at the same time, trans-affirming medical care is often inaccessible 
for low-income people due to discriminatory regulations. we believe that all people should be allowed to self-determine 
their gender regardless of medical intervention, so we work to ensure that low-income tGnc people and tGnc people of 
color can access services and entitlements in accordance with their gender identity and expression using existing medical 
standards while simultaneously working towards making those standards more accessible and less restrictive. Because 
gender self-determination and survival for trans people are so intertwined with medical treatment and medical affirma-
tion, a large part of our work involves examining the intersection of medicalization, disability justice, and trans identity. 

SuMMer HealtH SerIeS
In august 2011, we launched the Summer Health Series, 
three community skill-shares on emergency rooms, health 
care access in detention, and community health centers.     
a collaborative effort between Srlp’s Direct Services team 
(DSt) and Movement Building team (MBt), these legal 
advocacy skill-shares provided a space for our community 
members to share their experiences navigating various 
health systems and learn new skills for self-advocacy in 
these contexts. our first community conversation drew 
more than fifty participants! with facilitation in both 
english and Spanish, community members discussed their 
experiences, shared recommendations and strategized 
ways to combat systemic discrimination in accessing health 
care. conversations like these both inform and strengthen 
Srlp’s ongoing policy advocacy and direct services. 
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pRisoneR JUsTiCe
the united States has the highest per-capita incarceration rate in the world, placing millions of people behind bars—most 
of them people of color. Because transgender and gender non-conforming people are disproportionately profiled and 
targeted by police for arrest, our communities are also overrepresented in the criminal justice system.  once inside, trans 
people, as well as people with intersex conditions, are often targeted for terrible violence, abuse, and mistreatment. 
Because of the violent, dehumanizing conditions they face, Srlp has made supporting trans, gender non-conforming, 
and intersex (tGncI) people in detention one of our top priorities. In addition to providing direct legal services to improve 
conditions of confinement and decrease the number of individuals held in prison and jail, Srlp engages in systemic 
advocacy to build leadership of individuals in detention and create directives in local, state and federal facilities requiring 
safer classification and affirming medical and mental health care for transgender individuals.

Srlp is currently working to improve conditions for transgender prisoners by increasing access to gender-affirming health 
care. like most correctional facilities across the uS, the nYS Department of corrections and community Supervision 
(DoccS) does not provide appropriate medical care for transgender prisoners. In 2008, the Department of corrections and 
community Supervision (DoccS) amended their policy to allow tGncI prisoners without a pre-incarceration diagnosis  to 
receive treatment for “gender identity disorder” (GID), giving an increased number of tGncI prisoners theoretical access 
to transition-related health care. unfortunately, DoccS continues to single out transgender individuals for the denial 
of care based on failure to document doctor prescribed care prior to incarceration. we have been involved in ongoing 
negotiations to end this discriminatory treatment. Should negotiations fail, we will continue fighting for a more just policy 
that includes treatment for all tGncI individuals consistent with world professional association for transgender Health 
standards (wpatH) of care and the recommendations of the national commission on correctional Health care. our Direct 
Services team is currently working with individuals to prepare possible litigation and simultaneously developing other 
possible strategies with prison advisory committee members.

In SolIDarItY
In February, we released the 2012 edition of In Solidarity, 
a collaborative newsletter created by Srlp’s prisoner 
advisory committee (pac) members, Srlp staff, and 
volunteers. together our words and collective efforts 
work against injustice to support trans, intersex & gender 
non-conforming people both inside and out of the prison 
industrial complex and build a movement for gender self 
determination for all. In Solidarity is a critical way for pac 
members to connect with and inform each other and Srlp.  
copies are available for download at:

http://srlp.org/resources/publications/solidarity-2012

Fortune SocIetY traInInGS
Srlp partnered with the Fortune Society to provide 
trainings for Fortune Society staff designed to improve 
services for transgender communities. the Fortune Society 
is a social services and advocacy organization that provides 
alternatives to prison re-entry through an array of direct 
services to people who were formerly incarcerated.  

trainees learned how to make their services more 
welcoming and accessible to tGncI people, how to spot 
issues related to gender identity in their cases and how to 
deal with these issues appropriately. through interactive 
exercises, trainees examined how gender identity 
discrimination operates and how this discrimination 
impacts the ability of gender transgressive people to 
access social, medical and legal services. 

engaging Fortune Society members in transgender Basics 
built the foundation for the organization to examine 
how gender-based discrimination perpetuates a cycle 
of survival crimes, incarceration and prison re-entry for 
tGncI people. understanding barriers to tGncI survival 
will prepare the Fortune Society to better serve formerly 
incarcerated tGncI people. we are so excited about 
building partnerships with critical allied organizations like 
the Fortune Society!
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IMMIGRANT JUSTICE
communities are mobilizing across the nation in historic demonstrations for immigrant justice. Srlp has prioritized this 
important movement work for years. tGncI people are already disproportionately targeted by state and government 
officials. For those who are also immigrants, this disproportionate targeting and its consequences are multiplied 
exponentially. with an increase in deportation efforts and growing cooperation between local law enforcement and 
Immigration & customs enforcement (Ice), transgender immigrants are currently experiencing increased violence, 
detention and deportation. 

Immigrant justice has been identified as a key priority area in our work over the years because transgender immigrants are 
often excluded from different paths to obtaining status and are especially vulnerable to the dual policing of the criminal 
justice and immigration enforcement systems. additionally, many immigration attorneys are not affirming to transgender 
clients and do not understand the unique experiences of transgender immigrants. Srlp has been working to fill this 
gap by providing transgender-specific services for immigrants. we also work in coalition on policy strategies to combat 
xenophobic laws and conditions that criminalize transgender immigrants, including fighting against the implementation 
of laws that mandate collaboration between local law enforcement and Ice and working to decrease the number of 
transgender individuals held in detention.

DIrect SerVIceS
Srlp works with tGncI immigrants who are either seeking legally-recognized immigration status, adjusting to a different 
immigration status or in danger of losing their immigration status and facing deportation. we offer drop-in services in 
Spanish and Hindi to advocate on behalf of our immigrant clients as they struggle to navigate their way through immigra-
tion bureaucracy. we have also successfully helped clients change their name and gender on employment authorization 
documents and lawful permanent resident cards in order to access gender-affirming state ID.

Know Your rIGHtS worKSHop 

In collaboration with the Sex workers’ project, Staff attorney chase 
Strangio facilitated a workshop on navigating arrest and detention 
issues for trans women at the Queens pride House’s trans latina Group 
Meeting in august 2011. the workshop provided basic Know Your rights 
(KYr) information about contact with the police, arraignment and how 
to avoid being detained by immigration if arrested. Forty-five participants 
reviewed different Srlp KYr documents to assess their readability and ensure 
that Srlp’s recommendations are consistent with their experiences. this 
workshop continued our relationship building with trans latina immigrants in 
Queens and helped Srlp identify this population’s key areas of concern. after 
this meeting, we developed training materials for public defenders serving 
members of the trans latina immigrant community and hope to create an 
institutional support system to limit police and Ice contact.

Get InVolVeD wItH Srlp!
Volunteer!  please fill out the application form online at www.srlp.org/support/volunteer, or contact us 
at volunteer@srlp.org. Volunteer orientations are every 2nd Monday at 6pm. 

joIn uS For MoVeMent BuIlDInG eVentS!  we have ongoing skill-shares, discussions, workshops and 
community celebrations.  For up-to-date information visit us at  www.srlp.org, “like” us on Facebook, or 
contact Gabriel Foster at gabrielfoster@srlp.org or (212) 337-8550 ext. 309.

all events are Free and refreshments and Metrocards are provided.  Find out more at www.srlp.org
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2011 expenses 

we are happy to share that 
between july 1, 2010 - june 30, 
2011, over 77% of our expenses 
were for programs and Services. 

SYlVIa rIVera law project 
StateMent oF actIVItIeS
For tHe Year enDInG june 30, 2011
         temporarily    
public Support & revenue    unrestricted    restricted         total 
Individuals    $          56,720    $          56,720 
corporations    $               500    $                500 
events     $          43,480    $          43,480 
Foundation grants   $          27,500  $     246,069  $        273,569
program revenue    $          24,404    $          24,404 
product sales    $               273    $                273 
Honoraria    $            2,900    $            2,900 
Interest income    $            2,176    $            2,176 
In-kind contributions   $            2,300    $            2,300 
other Income    $               855    $               855 
net assets released from restriction $       393,250  $     (393,250) $                  - 
           
total public Support & revenue  $     554,358  $   (147,181) $       407,177 
           
expenses                 
program services    $       432,196     $      432,196 
administrative     $          57,635     $         57,635 
Fundraising    $          61,270     $         61,270 
           
total expenses    $     551,101     $      551,101 
           
change in net assets   $          3,257  $   (147,181)  $    (143,924)
           
net assets as of june 30, 2010  $     433,936  $     473,392   $      907,328 
           
net assets as of june 30, 2011  $     437,193  $     326,211   $      763,404 

admin
10%

Fundraising 
13%

programs
77%
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Srlp is proud of the diverse income streams that 
make up our annual fundraising plan!  our Grassroots 
Fundraising plan includes annual events such as house 
parties, Small works for Big change and the Summer 
reception; individual donor campaigns; and earned 
income strategies including sales of our documentary 
video toilet training and workshop and speaking gig 
honoraria. these strategies build support for Srlp and 
raise community awareness about trans issues while 
bringing in crucial funds. 

SMALL WORKS FOR BIG CHANGE!
on February 25, 2012 we held our 7th annual Small works for Big change--an annual benefit featuring a silent art auction 
that brings together our creative community to support social justice. over 70 artists generously donated their amazing 
work and over 400 people attended this year! thank you to everyone who came and packed jack Studios to the walls, 
and to Mcs Glenn Marla and Kit Yan, Dj Shomi noise, Madame wantan, lana carroll of the low and the lonesome and 
the rude Mechanical orchestra for keeping the crowd moving. we raised over $20,000! 

Major thanks to all those who donated art, volunteered, donated refreshments, framing, raffle prizes, printing costs, 
sound tech skills, and to Hey Queen! for hosting the fabulous after-party!  Special thanks to the host committee for 
organizing this event and making it such a huge success. So many people helped to raise these funds to support Srlp’s 
work for racial, economic and gender justice!

photos by jonah Groeneboer and Syd london

Events Earned Income Individuals

events
$43,480

earned
$8,017

coMMunItY 
Support

Individuals
$56,720
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DONOR SUPPORT JaNUaRy - DECEMBER 2011

Special thanks to all of the generous donors who helped keep us afloat in 2011!

randall adams, Mika albright, Mariette allen, patrick anderson, Hester angus & emily paddison, anonymous , jack 
aponte, Z Gabriel arkles, Derek attig, terry austin, Debra Bachrach, joan Bachrach, alexander Badenoch, Irma Bajar, 
Matthew Baker, ari Banias, reginald Barton jr., Margaret Barusch, rachel Bash, Morgan Bassichis, Michelle Beaulieu, 
Deborah Berkman, Michelle Billies, jean Bleich, richard Blum, Holly Blume, Monique Boisvert, tyrone Boucher, johanna 
Brenner, elizabeth Budnitz, calvin Burnap, Margaret Byer, Margaret cahoon, Briana carp, Yasmine chahkar Farhang, 
Michael chameides, charles lahti Studio Inc., angelica chazaro, andrew chen, aleksei cohen wagner, Deborah cohler, 
joanna cole, john collis, timothy colman, tyler colvard, Matthew conan, Graham connell, Kristin conrad, avi cummings, 
lisa curtiss, ryan Dahlstrom, Debanuj DasGupta, carrie Davis, ryder Diaz, Haley Dillon, emily anne Drabinski, carl 
Duffield, Sara Zia ebrahimi, Selina ellis, Miriam eusebio, emily evnen, catherine Farrell & Steven c. wofsy, rosalie Fazio, 
Maggie Field, jill Filipovic, Heather Flescher, alicia Forde, Maria Forti, allen Bowen Frame, wendy Frank, peter Frankland, 
Somjen Frazer, alison Froling, G.l.a.S.S- the Gay, lesbian and Straight Society at Baruch college, Belkys Garcia, pooja Gehi, 
nell Geiser, neil Ghosh, julia Gillard, laura Gillespie, Daniel Gillmor, john Giura, rebecca Givan, David Glasser, joshua 
Glick, amanda Goad, Kian Goh, Mark Goldberg & Isabel Goldberg, Greg Goldberg, nick Gorton, reina Gossett, Melissa Gira 
Grant, arnold Grossman, Seth Grossman, renuka Gupta, Benjamin Haber, Frederick Hadeed, jessie Hahn, jessica Halem, 
ryan Hallett, thomas Hammer, naa Hammond, nicki Handler, christina Hanhardt, Sarah Hansen, Krista lee Hanson & 
Burke Stansbury, christoph l. Hanssmann, alexandra Harris, Z Haukeness, christina Hayes, Megan Heady, emma Hedditch, 
conrad Heiney, wylie Hembree & christina Hembree, Dean Henderson, Geoffrey Hendricks, Stacie Hendrix & Mary 
warner, Gretchen Hildebran, nickerson Hill, peter Hill, jade Hines, Michael Hines, Ian Hinonangan & julius torres, Desma 
Holcomb, julie Hollar, catherine Hull, Daniel Hurewitz, ren-Yo Hwang, Deavery Irons, Kate jerman, timothy johnston, 
Kim jones, robyn jordan, jennifer Kates, Michelle Kay, anastasia Kayiatos, Harper Keenan, andrew Kelser, alison Kelser, 
anthony Keys, nicole Kief, nia King, Mik Kinkead, Danny Kirchoff, Kirkland & ellis Foundation, elizabeth ann Kivlan, 
Marilyn Kleinberg neimark & alisa Solomon, alexandra Kolod, Mark Krayenhoff, emma Kreyche, ali Kronley, joy ladin, 
Greta laFleur, elizabeth leonard, Muriel leung, Gary levine, lisa levy, rachel libon, Donna lichaw, Brady littlefield, 
Glenys lobban, richard lonsdorf, Diane lucas, rowan Machalow,  Sarah Magidson, rickke Mananzala, wesley Mann, 
Barrett Marshall & adrian lowe, Daniel McGee, David McGill, jazz McGinnis, Bruce Mcnallie, Bernadine Mellis, Kim Miller, 
ashley Miller, elizabeth Miller, Sharon Minsuk, jason Moff, Katrina Mogielnicki Spade, julian Morrison, james Moschella, 
Mel Motel, eric Motika, Bernice nepon & Gerald nepon, ari nepon, ezra nepon, robert newman, Sarah nicolazzo, jessica 
o’Donnell, adedoyin ola, outten & Golden llp, allison palmer, eesha pandit, Sarah pemberton, judith peraino, roy perez, 
Yasmeen perez, elizabeth phillips, Karen pittelman & elana redfield, richard pleak, Hilary pomerantz & ari pomerantz, 
james pultz, nadia Qurashi, Barbara rachlin & ed rachlin, joshua raisler cohn, casey ratliff, carol Dostilio redfield, joe 
regan, jeanne reilly, julia ris, Flavio risech, robin rosenbluth, Sandy rosin, Marilyn rosskam & william rosskam, Melissa 
rothstein, emily roysdon, ruggeri llc, leslie Sabin, jill a. Salmi, alex Samets, christopher Satterwhite, lisa Sbrana, Max 

Scales, Daniel Schaffer, Katrina Schaffer, Mai Schwartz, Daniel Schwartz, jase Schwartz, Hasan 
Shafiqullah, ryan Shanahan, nathaniel Shara, Benjamin Shepard, Kinyee Shin, rachel Silveri, 
Sirreal, Sonja Sivesind, Stan Sivesind, jack Skelton, Kara Smith, lauren Smith, Shawnta Smith, 
naomi Sobel & Diana Doty , rayden Sorock, Dean Spade, jessie Spector, Hilary Steinman, Helen 
Stillman, Susan Stillman, Gordon Stone III, chase Strangio, thomas Strickland, lee Strock, erin 
Subramanian, aaron Surma, chiemi Suzuki, oka tai-lee, jeannine tang, Syd tarzwell, roland 
tec, Irene ten cate, Martyn thompson, tc tolbert, jeffrey trachtman, Max uhlenbeck, urban 
justice center, urvashi Vaid, eli Vitulli, catherine wagler, Mike waldman, janis walworth, Mary 
warner, Dava weinstein, erica weinstein, jackie weinstock, Sarah weller, james wellman, Stefanie 
wess, west Village trans-legal clinic, Ben weston, Becca widom, jay williams, craig willse, noah 
winer, ray wofsy, Sasha wortzel, jessica M. Xavier, thanu Y., alison Yager & andrew elmore, jason 
Young, rye Young, talia Young, philip Zachariah, Quito Ziegler, and aaron Zimmerman



In honor of:  
the wedding of emily Bennison & Michael chameides, Kara lynch, ezra Berkley nepon, Masha rasnolnikov and jennifer 

tennant, and Dasha Snyder
In the name of:  

Gabriel arkles’ Students at nYu law School; Drew Boisvert; eric, lisa, Sam & Max Davis; Herbert Davis; Steven Keith & 
roscoe Betsill; courtney libon & David ureña; Donna pinto & anna Moody; Sir real; jase Schwartz; Benjamin Shepard; 

jennifer tennant and Masha raskolnikov and pumpkin!

FOUNDATION SUPPORT FY 2011 (JUlY 10-JUNe 11)

SPECIAL GIFTS
11

thank you to the foundations that support our work: anonymous, arcus Foundation, arIa Foundation, astraea lesbian 
Foundation for justice, equal justice works, Foundation to promote open Society, Gill Foundation, Kicking assets Fund of 
tides Foundation, Miller-wehrle Family Foundation, new prospect Foundation, new York women’s Foundation,  third wave 
Foundation, tides Foundation’s State equality Fund, a philanthropic partnership that includes the evelyn and walter Haas, 
jr. Fund, the Gill Foundation, and anonymous donors, and the union Square awards, a project of the tides center.

Srlp thanks our generous In Kind Donors (May 11- april 12): 
arrojo Studio, artForuM, asahi , Babeland, justin Vivian Bond, Brooklyn open acupuncture, Browning Frames, 
camera ready Kutz, Inc., collect pond, the ethical Butcher, the Feminist press at cunY, Izze Sparkling juice, jack 

Studios, Means of production printing, new York Mets, new York university press, richard peebles, riot Girl Ink, rafael 
robles, Smokey Belles catskills, tekserve, tristan taormino, Vic’s Bagel Bar, and Yvette choy

In memory of:  
emmanuel aheto

Samantha jane Dorsett
norman Kipnis

Isaac Kwock
Hugh russell
Dana turner

our work is made possible with support from donors like you! to make a tax-deductible donation, please use the 
envelope attached to this annual report to send a check made payable to the Sylvia rivera law project.  or, you can 
donate easily online at http://srlp.org/support#donation

we also love in-kind donations! our current wishlist includes: 
legal accordian files, a color copier, and food & beverage donations for events.

other ways to support Srlp can be found at www.srlp.org/support, where you can: 
join our •	 mailing/email list, 
Fill out a •	 volunteer form
join our •	 allied attorney network
Find out more about making a •	 donation of stock 

You can purchase our toilet training documentary DVD at http://srlp.org/films/toilettraining

For more information, write to donate@srlp.org

HOW TO SUPPORT SRLP
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Save THe DaTe!
Srlp’s annual attorney pride reception

tuesday, june 26, 2012 - 6:30 - 8:30pM
Venable llp      

1270 avenue americas, 25th Floor/nYc
Gather with us to celebrate these honorees for their outstanding Service 

for new York’s transgender community

Honoring:
  judge toko Serita 

Kramer levin naftalis & Frankel llp

$20 - $100 sliding scale, but no one turned away. rSVp on Facebook.
Sponsorships

platinum level - $5,000 (20 tickets)
Gold - $2,500 to $3,000 (10)
Silver - $1,000 to $2,000 (8)

Bronze - $500 - $750 (5)

For more information email ola@srlp.org or call 212.337.8550 x300


